A weak convergence theorem is proved for a sequence of positive contractions on Lx(0,1).
In this note we shall prove the following result.
Theorem. Let {Tn}n=x be a sequence of positive and contractive linear operators on L, (0,1), satisfying (1) T"l^l, T"x^x. Proof of the Theorem. Let r, 0 < r < 1, be fixed. Since |x -r\ < 1 on (0, 1), we have by the positivity of the operators for any measurable E C (0, 1) fETn(\x-r\)^fETJ.
By the Lemma, the right-hand integral tends to zero, uniformly for n = 1, 2, ..., as fiE -* 0. Hence, again by the Lemma, {7^(|x -r\)}™=x is weakly sequentially compact. It follows that there exists a subsequence Tn(|x -r\) which converges weakly to some g G L|(0,1). Now let E be any measurable subset of (0, 1). We have on account of (1) Thus x -r < g a.e. Similarly r -x < g a.e. Therefore \x -r\ < g a.e. On the other hand, it follows from the contractive nature of the operators that ||g|| < lirn||7^.(|jc -r\)\\ < ||x -r\\. The above imply that g = \x -r\ a.e., in other words Since from every subsequence of {7^} we can select a further subsequence satisfying (4), (2) must be true for the sequence {7^} itself.
The following result of Wulbert [2] is an immediate consequence of the Theorem.
Corollary.
Let [Tn)n=x be a sequence of positive and contractive linear operators on Lx (0,1) satisfying (7)
3^1 "*♦ 1, Tnx^x.
Then TJ -^ f for every f £ L, (0, 1).
Proof. Let E be any measurable subset of (0, 1) and E its complement. Since x^-= 1 ~~ XE> we have on (0, 1) t"Xe ~ Xe = {T"l -I) ■ xE ~ (TnX£) ■ XE + (TnXE) ■ XEHence \\T"Xe-XeW < \\T"l-n+f{T"xE)-XE + f{T"XE)-X£-The first quantity on the right side tends to zero on account of (7), the second and third tend to zero by our Theorem. Hence Tn\E -*-> xE f°r every measurable E. The conclusion now follows, since {x^} are dense in L,(0,1).
Remarks, (i) The assumption ||2"J| < 1 cannot be removed. For, if I 3 ,*+V3 I 2 (Tf)(x) = 2A-1/3 h 3 ^x ^ 3' ( f{x), otherwise.
Then Tl = 1Jjcs x, but T\E = \xE for E = ii>H
(ii) The conclusion TJ -^ / cannot be replaced by TJ ^-> /. For, if
Ak + \)/n fc 2k + 1 (TJ)ix)= lnh,n f> n<x<-2n-'0<k<n' 0, otherwise, then TJ^^f for every/ G L,(0, 1), but ||7^ 1 -1|| = 1. This example is due to J. B. Gamlen.
